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Technical facts:

C 2011 -  The written and pictorial contents in this folder are without obligation and for information only and can be changed at any time without notice. GRABKULT does not absorb any contractual liability or warranty for mistakes or incompleteness in this folder. 

Dimension:

Round 10.63 inch (27cm)

Square 10.63 inch (27cm) Other dimensions possible on request!

Length:

L 15.75 inch (40cm) each module
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The materials:

Associated contractors:

These are just some examples of granite that can be used. The surface can be polished or sandblasted.
Other materials or surfaces on request.

Depending on the number of columns required, we recommend either an individual or strip foundation
made of concrete. Alternatively foundations can be made of a metal bolt and an adjustable screw
connection. Both types of foundation have been certified as safe by an engineer. 

The foundation:

Foundation made of concrete:

Strip foundation

Screw connection Screw connection
Screw connection

Urn column:

Metal base for candle, vase Metal bolt with an adjustable screw connection
Metal base for candle, vase

Earth Earth

Earth

Gras Gras

Gras

Cup Cup Cup

Foundation with metal bolt: Foundation for biodegradable urns:

Urn column:
Urn column:

 

Casket or ornamental urn
in carrying bag

Casket or ornamental urn
in carrying bag Dissolvable urn

in carrying net

Strip foundation

Precast concrete element with cast hole



THE URN COLUMN

+ memorial and casket in one
+ minimal space requirement
+ timeless design
+ numerous styles of design
+ weatherproof
+ low maintenance
+ extendable
+ low initial costs
+ easy to integrate with existing graves
+ for biodegradable urns

A modern burial system made of high quality materials and based on traditional principles - timeless and dignified.

The hollow interior of the urn column is
used to accommodate and store the casket
or ornamental urn. The casket is put into 
an urn-carrying net, which then is lowered
into the hollow space.

The system enables a reverent and 
traditional burial. On the surface of the 
individual modules of the urn column an 
engraving or a fixing for a picture, an 
ornament, a flower vase or a candle 
holder can be provided and these can be 
individually designed.

The details:

A timeless design placed within a traditional
environment, the urn column for eternity.
The urn column consists of individual modules
which together form a memorial.
The csaket or ornamental urn is placed inside
the urn column.

Through the timeless appearance, the
numerous styles of design and the different 
varieties of surface, each urn column gets its
individuality and its uniqueness. 

The new burial system:

The advantages:

 
The system allows a traditional and 
reverent burial. The cap of the urn 
column is opened using its special 
tools. Then the casket or ornamental 
urn within the urn-carrying net is slowly 
lowered inside. With the two metal loops 
of the urn-carrying net attached to a 
metal ring on top of each individual 
module, the bag is fixed in the right 
position. The cap is put back on again 
and screwed down with its secure screws 
and its tool.
This way vandalism is prevented.

Each individual module is screwed to each
other. This allows the extension or upgrade
of the urn column as desired.
Based on our experience we recommend
a maximum of four modules per urn column.

The urn column design by GRABKULT is
protected by patent EU 2194215. 

The burial:
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